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CH.APrER I 
THE INTIDDUCTION 
Herman Rorschach'a book• Psychodiagnostik published in 19211 
introduced what is probably the best known of the projective techniques. 
Rorschach's untimely death in 1922 left Jmlch of the development ot the 
inkblot technique to others and during the decades that followed, the 
Rorschach blots "developed rapidly as the method par excellence for 
assessing the motivation, thought processes and basic personality struc-
ture ot the individual.n (7. P• 4) Beck, Klopfer and others, presented 
methods or scoring and interpretation. Both "attracted large followings 
of psychiatrists,. clinical psychologists, and others concerned mainly 
with the psychod1agnosis 0£ the abnormal personality" while "the main 
stream or academic psychology looked askance at the P..orschach movement, 
criticizing its cultist character and lack or scientific discipline." 
(7, P• h) 
World War II brought changes. Many young inexperienced psychia• 
trists and psychologists f'ound themselves as psychodiagnosticians to 
meet the needs or the armed services. The Rorschach was an available 
technique and short courses and handbooks gave instruction to a large 
2 
number of individuals. Soon "the Rorschach technique was firmly estab-
lished as the leading clinical instrument for psychodiagnosis •• •" 
(7, p. 4) Graduate training rapidly expanded folloving the war bringing 
together "the Rorschach movement ani a major segment or academic psy-
chology, a union that was not without paini"u.l conflict.n (7, p. 4) 
Numerous studies done by graduate students brought a de1uge of 
criticism and "the realization that the Rorschach had inherent psycho-
metric weaknesses." (7, p. 4) Zubin, one of the most critical, in a 
1954 symposium charged the Rorschach with seven major £allures among 
which were: "(l) failure to provide an objective scoring system free ot 
arbitrary conventions and showing high inter-scorer agreement; (2) lack 
or satisfactory :internal consistency on test-retest reliability; (3) 
failure to provide cogent evidence for clinical validity; (4) failure of 
the individual Rorschach scoring categories to relate to diagnosisJ (5) 
lack of prognostic or predictive validity with respect to outcome of 
treatment or later behaviorJ (6) inability to differentiate between 
groups of normal subjects; and (7) failures to find any significant 
relationships between Rorschach scores and intelligence or creative 
ability. n (7, p. S) Most Rorschachers would disagree with Zubin and 
say that be exaggerated the Rorschach•s failures. However, Holtzman 
comments in his book, "Nevertheless, even among the most enthusiastic 
advocates of the Rorschach there is increasing appreciation of the 
limitations of the method, especially when scored by conventional sys-
tems." (7, P• S) 
Holtzman, with these criticisms in mind, developed a new inkblot 
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technique that would yield more adequate quantification "while also pre-
serving the rich qualitative projective material. of the Rorschach." (7, 
p. 11) To Holtzman, it seemed that the major limitations of the Ror-
schach could be overcame by developing a. new technique using more ink-
blots and a simplified procedure for ad.ministration. Without appreciab}3 
increasing the administration time, the number o£ inkblots could be 
increased if the subject was permitted only response per blot. li\lrther-
more, if new blots were constructed., two or more parallel forms could be 
developed and standardized statistically. This technique would have 
several advantages over the Rorschach including: (1) a relatively con-
stant number of responses tor each subjectJ (2) each response would be 
given to an independent stimulusJ (3) "a richer variety of stimull would 
be capable 0£ eliciting more information than the original 10 Rorschach 
blots1 and (4) a parallel .form of the inkblots could be constructed 
easi.J3" from item analysis data in the experimental phase of developnent 
and adequate estimates of reliability could be obtained independently 
for each major variable." (7, pp. 11-12) 
In 19611 Hol.tzman, Thorpe, Swartz and Herron in their book,~­
~Perception~ Personality., introduced Holtzman's new inkblot 'liech-
nique, with information on its development, norms, reliability studies, 
correlates of inkblot scores and group differences. Since the H.I.T. 1s 
so recent, there has been little time for empirical investigation or 
clln1cal usage to compare Holtzman's blots id.th the Rorschach to deter-
m:Jne whether it preserves the uniquely valuable projective quality o! 
the Rorschach while meeting adequate standards of measurement. 
One ot the tre::ids noted in recent decades has been the use of 
content analysis and symbol.ism rather thnn pure statistical analysis in 
the interpretation of certain Rorschach cards. Certain Rorschach cards 
(i.e. III, IV, VI, VII) have been designated respectively as "Sociill.1 " 
"Father," 11Mother," "Male," and "Female." Clinicians have been inter-
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prating these cards as being symbolic of these concepts. The literature 
contains comments on this symbolism and theN ere a num.ber ar studies 
investigating the symbolic stimulus values or the Horschach blots. 
Survey~~ Literature 
Ona of the first references to a clinical. interpretation of the 
stimulus properties or the Rorschach. Inkblots appeared in Bochner and 
Halpern's book Clinical. Application ot ~ Rorschach ~ in 1945. The 
autho1'S comment on two of the cards: 
Card !! uthe hea.vy male figure may ~uggest the .father or authority 
in general; this may be pleasant or unpleasant. Its dark quality 
and overwhelming character are particularly disturbing to those tar 
whom parental authority is still an unsolved problem." (2, p. 81) 
Card VII "the tvo female faces or even .female .figures (in reverse 
position dancing girls) as well as the generally soft light quality 
give this card a fw.inine quality, frequently with materna1 impli-
cations." (21 p. 82) 
Bochner and Halpern offer no evidence to these interpretive comments. 
Meer and Singer (11) in a id.de]¥ cited study asked fifty college 
fraternity men (after the Rorschach ha.d been administered in the formal 
manner) to select a "Mother" and a u Father" card. They had hn'othesized 
that card IV would be chosen as the "Father" card and that Card VII 
would be chosen as the "Mother" card. From the results of the s·t;udy1 
Meer and Singer tound that Card IV was selected as the "Father" card at 
the .01 level o£ confidence. 
Cbaren (3) liho felt that there was sparse evidence for inter-
preting certain Rorschach cards as being symbolic ot pa.rents, social, or 
male and female concepts asked over .fifty patients to pick out the cards 
which reniinded them most of their own parents. The patients selected 
these cards after the Rorschach had been administered in the usual man• 
ner. Charen fQl?ld that his subjects tended to use all or the cards in 
such a manner that no distinction could be made between cards IV and V!I 
and the other eight. 
Rosen (lS) repeated Meer azxi Singer's atudy using one hundred and 
eighty university psychology- students. Unlike the previously mentioned 
studies, Rosen's subjects were na1.ve (not administered the Rorschach 
beforehand). Rosen used a questionnaire in which the subjects were asked 
to select frm the Rorschach blots~ the card which most :nearly brought to 
mind or association a "Father" symbo1 and a "Mother" symbol. The results 
were statistically significant far Cards IV and VII. However, there 
were marked individual differences in the symbolic meaning ot all or the 
cards and the conclusion made from the study was that the P..orachaoh 
appeared to "consist or stimuli which have a partial but not a total 
symbolic commnity for subjects." (p. 2h4) 
Sappenfield (18) gave a modified group Rorschach to i'iftY-three 
male and fifty-one female volunteer university students. The subjects 
were asked to indicate tar each blot and each response whether it seemed 
to be masculine or teminine. Results indicated that five blots (i.e., 
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I, IV, VI, VIII, and IX) have masculine stimulus values and three blots 
(i.e., III, IV, and VII) have feminine st1.ml.tlus values. Sappenfield 
also found what was a significant association between the Masculine-
Feminine stimulus values of the populars (Beck's) and the blots on which 
they occur. He felt that the Masculine-Feminine stimulus values found 
for many of the content categories were constant with psychoanalytic 
hypotheses concerning symbolism. 
Hirschstein and Rabin ( 6) used tw groups of male delinquents 
matched on intelligence and age, but differing in respect to availability 
or parents. There was a significant difference between the tvo groups 
on Cards IV and VII and this evidence vas offered in support of Cards IV 
and VII as symbolizing parental !ignres. 
Mayer and Binz (10) employed three groups of sixteen latency age 
boys each: . a normal group and two groups of disturbed boys-one from 
intact homes, the other from disturbed homes, seen individually for two 
Rorschach administrations. During one session they matched,either a 
male or female doll ld.th each of the Rorschach blots am during the 
other they matched any combination of two m.al.es and two female dolls 
vi.th each or the Rorschach Cards. Hesults 0£ the study indicated that 
Cards IV and VI were significantly matched with male figures and Card X 
was significantly matched with female figures tor the three combined 
groups (N = h8). No significant ditferences among the three groups were 
found with regard to preferential perception of sex on any of the Ror-
schach Cards. This last finding vas contra17 to expectation. 
Pennington (12) investigated the card concepts using one hwldred 
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subjects from the University of Texas and Trinity University. He, like 
Rosen, used Rorschach naive individuals who were instructed to select a 
"Father," "Mother," "SociaJ.1 " "Male," and "Female0 card one at a time, 
f'rom P.orschach blots randomly placed on a table. Pennington hypothe-
sized that there would be no significant relationship found between the 
various card concepts in question and their clinical designation with 
one except.ion that Card Ill would be selected as the Social Card at a 
significant level. Prom the results, Pennington concluded that there 
seemed to be no significant relationship between what a clinician desig-
nates as symbolic and the card chosen by a given population as repre-
senting this symbol. He added that it is ditficult to justify the 
assigning ot a definite concept (i.e. nFather," "Mother,n etc.) to any 
one card and that different cards have dil'.terent meanings to ditferent 
individuals. 
The writer ($) recently replicated Pennington's study using sixty 
Rorschach naive subjects tram psychology classes at the University o£ 
Richmond. In addition to tho five concepts used by Pennington, the con-
cept ot Sex was added. Analysis of the data revealed that Cards III, 
IV, VI, and II were selected as •social,0 "Fatber.,a nMaJ..e," and "SexR 
cards respectively. Card m was not selected at a signiticant level 
tor any of the concepts. It was also noted that more than one card was 
selected to represent each of the concepts except "Father" and "Sex.• 
The writer noted that her findings varied with Pennington's (Permington 
used the .001 level, the writer used the 05 level) but agreed vi.th 
re.sul.ts of other studies (Meer and Singer, Rosen, etc.) and euggested 
that these relationships ehould be kept in mind even though Rorschach 
interpretation Bhould be made in consideration of the total context. 
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Little, Rosen, Rabin and Kalmaro have recently investigated the 
connotations and meaning ot Rorschach Blots using the Semantic dif f eren-
tial developed by Osgood. 
Little (9) had twenty men ani twenty women complete nine semantic 
differential scales tar the ten Rorschach Inkblots and tor six concepts 
nuother,11 "Father," ttMen," "Woman," "People," and "SeJ.r." The scales1 
Large-Small, Strong-Weak, Heavy-Light, Good-Bad, Beautiful•Ugly, SWeet-
sour. Fast-Slow, Active-Passive and Hot-Cold represented the factors of 
Potency, Evaluation a.nd Activity. Analysis ot the data revealed the 
connotations or the Rorschach blots varied eignif'icantly among diff'erent 
cards. Achromatic cards generally were considered less active, less 
potent and "less goodtt than the chromatic cards. The connotations of 
the concepts "Mother" and "Woman," and "Father" were more similar to 
those of Blots VII and VI respectively than any ~tber Rorschach ink• 
blots tor both sexes. I.1ttle comments that the data indicates •that 
there may be considered comrm:mal1ty of connotation meaning for most of 
the stimli" (91 P• 40.3) for both sexes. 
Rosen (16) used group administration and slide projection of Ror-
schach blots with £1£ty•seven naive college sophomores, twenty-nine male 
clinicians, and seven female clinicians. The subjects were asked to 
apply fifteen semantic-d.1.t'.terential scales to each of the Rorschach 
blots and to each ot eleven concepts which included black color and 
chromatic color and nine common Rorschach responses intended to embOd;y 
various determinants.. Results shoved that inkblots di!i'ered signifi-
cantly on all t.lie scales used and that they are quite multidimensional. 
in connotationa but were consistent with standard clinical hypothesis 
and findings fra:n other studies (1.e., Blot III was seen as happy, 
heal.thy, active, fast, exciting, etc.J Blot IV was bad, dirty, cruel, 
heavy, strong, rugged, cold• .rerocious, masculine,. etc.; and Blot VII 
was aeon as clean, clear, light, active, am exciting). In general, 
clinicians and students displayed high agreement on the scales. Some 
differences existed between male students atrl mal.e clinicians and Rosen 
explains this as re.t'lecting the clinicians' tendency to see some card:J 
as having greater value, potency 1 activit7 and excitement. 
Rabin (13) had twenty-eight :nale and thirty.eight female college 
students check 20 items of the semantic-ditf'erential. on a seven-point 
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· scale for each of the ten Rorschach blots. Analysis or the data by a 
Chi-square technique permitted the following conclus1onss {l) no card 
was described in exactly the same terms despite considerable overlap in 
the meaning o.t some pairs of cardsJ (2) there was considerable range in 
the number of adjectives which described any one card. Cards IV and VII 
had the moat commonality of meaning whereas Card VI bad the least. (.3) 
Cards IV and VII had almost pertectly opposite meanings. (4) The group 
considered the chromatic cards as more pleasing and in prima.rily posi .. 
tive terms. (5) There wre no sex differences in the attribution of 
meanings to the cards. P.abin noted that though each blot rnay have a. 
unique me&nir.g to each subject. there were considerable areas of agree-
ment which indicates a commonality of the meaning. He comments that 
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adjective descriptions of the ca1"Cls baaed on tho semantic-<li.ffercntial 
sc"le-s supports tho hypotheses on synbolism used by Rorschach uorkers. 
Card IV which has been designated clinically as the "Father" card w~s 
described as large, ugly, strong, cruel, ead, ierocious, hca.vy, aotive, 
rugged, etc.J and Card VII often desigrui,tod as the "Mother" card was 
seen as good, beautil'ul, weak, clean, ldnd, peaceful, light, clear, 
mr.ooth, delicate, etc. Houevcr no inkling as to sexual symbolism. wan 
obtained for Card VI vhone only signil'icnnt adjective wcs large. .Rabin's 
study did not di:reotly test the "Mother" and "Fnther" hypothesen for 
Cuda IV and VII but his results support Kal:ftmro's findings; 
Kalmaro (8) investigated the hypothesis conceminf'. the designa-
tion or Caro IV as the "Father" card ~. Card VII as the "Mother" card 
utilizing the semantic di!.f'erential dovolopcd by Osgood. Rorschach 
Cards IV and VII and the concepts "Father" and "Mother" w-ere pTGsented 
1n randomized order to eighty colleec students (ho n::en and liO uomen) who 
ratGd tbem on seven bipolt1.r senl.os (i.e., hro-d-so:rt_. la:rgc; .. sn:,all, rcugh• 
S!l00th1 atrong-treak1 atrict-pe:rruiesive, maaculine-i'c:mine, acgresoi ~1e­
retiring) 'Which stressed the potency factor. The hlll)Otheseu uere sup. 
p-0rted. Card IV like "Fa.thern \ms saz.el.lhat harder,, larger, stronger, 
more strict, twscullne and more nggressive. than woo Caro VII Yitlch lilre 
"lfothert' sbii'tcd toua."'<is the soft, ~all, tieak1 pe:rmiscive, and feminine 
direction. .. KaJtlaro interpreted these results as indicating that, Card IV 
m-.d Card VII are associated 5l'lllbolicc.lly, illdi.rectly, with the father 
and mother £!gure respectively. The mthor noted that while the bypo-
theaes were supported• the extent to which Cards IV and VII are di:r€.cted 
11 
to •Father" and 11Mother11 per se remains unspecified. 
The literature cited above includes comments, clinical observa-
tions, and empirical studies which vary both in designs and populations 
sampled. The majority of the literature deal.a with hypotheses concern-
ing 11Fathera and "Mother" or "l".asculine" and "Feminine" s)'lnbolism in the 
Rorschach. It is interesting to note that with the exception of Charen 
and Pennington, the literature generally supports the symbolic concepts 
Rorschach workers have designated to certain Rorschach cards. Clinical 
and empirical evidence suggests that although the individual inkblots 
are unique in meaning to individual subjects there are areas of agree-
ment indicating a communality of meaning in the Rorschach. Since the 
Holtzman Inkblot Technique and the Rors.chach are similar in nature and 
purpose, the possibility of symbolism on certain concepts being related 
to certain R.I. T. blots, such as have been found to be related to cer-
tain Rorschach cards• is suggested. The purpose of the present study 
was to investigate 'Whether symbolic concepts can be demonstrated on the 
Holtzmanblots as they have been related empirically to certain Rorschach 
blots. 
CHAPTER II 
THE PROCEDURE 
Purpose 2£ ~ Study' 
The purpose ot this study was to investigate, experimentally, 
whether sl1Jllbolism or certain concepts, already einpirically related to 
the Rorschach, are also associated with cerliain U.I.T. Blots. 
Popll.ation 
One hundred and forty-five H.I.T. naive in:iividuals were drawn 
£ran available psychology cl.asses at The University ot Richmond, Vir-
ginia. Four groups of aubjects, one hundred women and forty-five men, 
participated in the experiment during regular class periods. The number 
of subjects 1n each group ranged from twenty-five to .rorty-tour. The 
age range for the men was 18 years to JO years with a mean age level of 
21 years and S months. The range of the female popul.ation was from l8 
years to 22 years with a mean age of 20 years and 2 months. Both groups 
ranged in educntion from college sophomores to college seniors, with the 
greatest majority or subjects falling into the sophomore categoey. 
lJ 
Appara.tus 
The entire experimental procedure was carried out in regular 
classrooms during regularly scheduled class periods. Each ot the Form A 
H.I.T. blots was projected on a screen by lUC1Uls or an Opaque Projector 
operated by the inventigator. The projected blot imagos »ere approxi-
mately' 2 1/2 feet x 3 1/2 teat. All blots wet"8 rated on a five point 
scale for degree of relationohip to suggested concepts. All ratings 
were made on a standnrd answer sheet containing the folloid.r..g instruc-
tions t 
Look at the answer sheet. 
You are going to rate 4S blots on the concepts you see on your 
a."lSA"'et' sheet. 
Notice you w1ll be asked to decide it ea.ch blot has any associa-
tion with the notions *'.i'ather," or with "r.iothcru or with "sex" and 
so forth. You can see these listed on your answer sheet. 
Some blots will. not suggest any o£ theso concepts to you. But 
perhaps some or the blots may. 
What ycu will do is to observe a blot. then judge vhether the1-e 
are any associations between tho blot .ind oacb or the concepts, 
"fatber,u umother,"·"social," 0 se.x," etc. 
Then you will see the next blot and make judgements about that 
blot-and so on until you have judged 4S blots. 
· Indicate your judgements as i'ollovss 
l. indicates the blot obviously and very strongly" ·suggests 
the concept. 
2. indicates the blot could suggest this concept but the 
association is not very strong. . · 
3. indicates the blot may possibly suggest the concept, but 
only very slightly ao. 
4. indicates no obvious suggestions or the concept and most 
likely does not arousethe concept. 
$. indicates the blot very definitely- does not suggest. the 
conceptJ there is no possible connection with the concept. 
Procedure 
Each subject was presented with an answer sheet and asked to read 
the instructions. Arter the investi,eator had made sure that all sub-
jects tmderstood the instructions, two preliminary blots (x and y inclu-
ded with Fem A) were presented. Those were not rated, in order for the 
subjects to become familiar with the task and the experilnental procedure. 
Following the presentation of those trial blots, the forty-five blots in 
Fom. A were presented arxl subjects were instr'J.cted to note each blot for 
each or the seven concepts1 "Father3i" "Mother," "Soc1al1 11 0 Male.1' 
"FEnale, n "Sex, n and "Frightening or Fear Arousing.'' Each blot was 
exposed for 1$ seconds and was followed by a .30 second interval. to allov 
time to complete the ratings. 
CHAPI.':ER III 
THE RESULTS 
The results for each blot were analyzed for two i'actors: (l) 
dif terences in ratings over all concepts between men and women., and 
(2) di£i'erences in rnt.ings betwen the seven concepts (i.e., "Father,• 
"Mother," "Social, 11 "Male.u ".Female," "Sex," and "Frl..gh~ni.r...g or Fear 
Arousingtt). To analyze these diff'erences a Two Factor Analysis of 
Variance for repeated measures and unequal number of subjecte* was com-
puted on each of the 45 blots. (18, PP• 376-378) The .05 level of 
confidence was selected as the significant level. All of the blots 
except Card 20 had one or more significant F ratios. 'l'hese significant 
results were analyzed by tests or individual comparisons on the main 
£actorss sex and concept differences (18, PP• 377-378) and tests on 
simple main effects for the interaction of the two factors (18, PP• 306-
312). 
Table I shows the Sum of the 1'Jean Ratings tor Men and women on 
each of the 4S blots over all concepts. The men's ratings were higher 
*The population sampled inclnded 4S men and 100 woznen. 
Blot. Number 
l 
2 
3 
4 
s 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
l2 
13 
14 l? 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 2s 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
.32 
33 
34 
3$ 
36 
31 
38 
39 ho 
Ll. 
h2 
43 
h4 
4? 
TABLE I 
THE SUM OP' TUE MEAN RATINGS FOR MEN AND WOMm 
OH OONCEPrs 0}1 THE HOLTZMAN INKBLO'I'S FORM A 
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Mean for Nen !":ean for 'Wanen 
28.04 
27.67 
28.13 
28.77 
29.89 
27.41 
28.02 
29.76 
28.60 
25.hO 
29.23 
27.34 
.31.37 
27.90 
29.49 
28.l.6 
28.30 
27.71 
2h.01 
29.64 
28.76 
28.87 
31.09 
.31.58 
25.81 
29.22 
28.45 
29.14 
29.lS 
.31.26 
26.b.l 
28.61 
29.79 
25.56 
29.95 30.as 
28.39 
,30.46 
27.41 
30.73 
26.81 
28.h4 
29.82 
28.74 
26.97 
24.96 
2s.11 
27.07 
27.27 
28.40 
23.78 
26.10 
2.7.0.3 
27.u 
24.Ll. 
27.04 
25.49 
29.66 
25.77 
26.76 
26.SS 
2).67 
26.Ji8 
23.15 
28.3.3 
26.76 
27.10 
29.13 
29.8.3 
23.·75 
28.30 
26.J) 
27.37 
28.13 
29.16 
21.1~ 
27.45 
28.66 
24.39 
27.67 
29.56 
27.43 
27.87 
26.28 
28.72 
2).78 
27.15 
.. 29.46 
. 26.37 
25.42 
TABLE II 
SIGNIF!CA?IT DIFFERIDJCI~ BETWEEN MEN .AlID WO.MBM nJ MEllli 
F..r'\Trnas OU CONCEP.rS cm THE HOLTZ!WJ rmrnr.ms FORM A 
Blot Uumber 
1 
2 
3 
4 
s 
6 
1 
8 
9 
10 
ll 
12 
l3 
1h 
lS 
l.6 
17 
18 
19 
20 
2l 
22 
23 
24 
2S 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
.32 
33 
34 
3S 
J6 
37 
.)6 
39 kO 
Ll 
42 
43 
h4 
h? 
p •• Ol ** 
p •• os * 
F H.at.io 
The probability of getting 18 signi· 
ficant F Ratios out of 4$ is .001. 
17 
18 
than the women's on all or the blots-thus they rated tho blots as look• 
ing less like the concepts than 'tho women. Table II gives the F P.atios 
tor the Dif'ferencca 13etveen Men :L'"ld Women on Concepts on each ot the L5 
blots. Hen's ratings dUfered .f:roJa women•s ratings at the 5% level ot 
Cl)nfidence an 18 of the blots. Blots i. 2, 4., 6, ll, 13, 14, 151 211 23., 
26, 27, 28, .301 3.51 381 40., and L4 showed significant differences in 
ratings between tho sexes at the 5% level of confidence and or these 
blots. mots 11 21 b, 6, 131 15, 23., 26, .38, and 40 alDo showed a sig-
n.i.ficant diff erenc.:e at the 1% confidence level.. 
The next ~ysis tor diff Grances in ratings on the coueepts 
indicated that all 0£ the blots c.zcept 201 26, 301 and 31 had signifi· 
cant F f;.a,tios on concepts.* Eightc~n blots (1.e. 31 61 8, 91 111 l,, 161 
l.11 18, 19, 211 251 31, 341 la, L3, kb, end 45) had interaction effects 
end the data on these blots lfere analyzed with the appropriate simple 
effects tosto. 'i'ables III, IV• v, and VI present, respectively, the 
means !or Men and Women on the "Father" Concept. Individual Comparisons 
Betmen the "Father" Concept and Other Concepts, F Ratios Det•"'een Sexes 
on the Father Concept, and F Ratios Between Concepts for Men ~.nd 'Women. 
T1<ble VI will ala., be discussed in relation to the other concepts. 
In comparing the mean rs.tings given by men and those given by 
V?!l'len on the 11Fathertt concept 'With the mean ratings on the other con-
Fear Arousing") certain significant differences were obtained& Blots $, 
*Card 20 had 1'10 significant results and Card 3l had only inter-
action results. 
TABLE llI 
MF.AM RATINGS FOR MEN AND WO!-!F.N ON TEE P'ft.THER CONCEPT 
Blot Number 
l 
2 
3 
4 
s 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
ll 
12 
l3 
lh 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
.31. 
32 
3.3 
34 
3S 
36 
31 
38 
39 
L.o 
41 
1'2 
Ju 
Wt 
45 
lien 
20 
TABLE 1.V 
S!G:UEIC&':>.JT F HATE>S 111 INDI'\l"!DUAL cv:·IP.fuuSo:::s OF THE Slfr! OF 
THE ~ aATOOS 0r' THE F.A1'HER CJNClil-T WITii THE MEAH 
RATiiiOS GN THE OT::iE.H C3NCErTS 
Blot .No. Mother Social. Male Female se.x Frightening 
l B.5.3 2s.21 4S.l6 8!3.13 l2.74 
2 70.94 67.22 61.25 32.94 47.02 
h 176.26 .31.20 21.42 28.82 146.78 
s 37.50 55.21 LJ.74 11.21 18.72 u.21 
1 Jl.'l4 112.67 52.81 .346.S6 ru.61 J.84 
10 116.05 98.78' 90.32 58.0.3 9~.92 
l2 666.77 95.!57 165.02 46.37 19.80 
lJ 7.61 80.02 2.45 50.lh 23.h7 
14 104.Jl 112.93 75.bJ 35.22 8.80 
22 29.76 26.IU 6.40 23.06 $4.06 
23 5.26 13.22 17.56 10.00 176.40 
24 6.61 96.8 32.$1 3.20 3.20 h6.Sl 
27 272.73 53.60 52.80 33.40 2.72 
28 6).62 249.62 25.62 168.48 1$.30 7.62 
29 13.$0 5h.OO 61.h4 20h.17 
.32 60.02 87.02 97.66 91.51 24.02 
33 220.01 ,.26 B.10 
35 12.10 4.22 37.06 12.10 29.76 
36 37.24 21.8.3 8.18 6.63 72.0l 
37 2.Ll 371.31 65.34 154.03 109.23 a.11 
38 M.$8 39.11 70.75 10.10 8.26 
39 20.00 192.20 1$.61 110.4s 72.20 
40 2.77 s2.99 56.89 2.78 3.39. 504.12 
1A 30$.23 88.91 305.33 109.92 
F • 2.10 is significant at the •05 level. 
F • 2.80 is significant at the .01 level. 
F Po.A'::IOS fE'NEEN ~ A..'fD WOffr~H ON THE FATEER CONCEPT 
Blot, .Nurubor It lw.tio -
------------------------~-------------...... -----) 
6 
8 
9 
ll 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
21 
25 
31 
3L. 
112 
43 
h4 
JiS 
IZCCt'S'*im=:!::z:i i: lftt;l'i '' :WL!till !J iltt:z: r.ci 
* F :f.n significant at. the .05 level. 
Blot Number 
3 
6 
8 
9 
1..1 is 
16 
17 
16 
19 
21 
25 
31 
3h 
h2 
43 
Wi 
45 
TABLE VI 
F a 2.10 at the .05 level. 
F a 2.80 at the .Ol level. 
23 
7, 13, 24, 28, 291 371 .39, and 40 showed significant ditferences between 
ratings on. ·"Father" and "Mother"J Blots l, 21 h, S, 7, 12-14, 22·24, 27· 
29, .32, 3.31 and 3S-Ll showed significant differences between the "Father," 
and the "Social" and "Male" concept ratings~ Significant differences in 
ratings were also obtained betw6en the "Father0 and "Femal.e11 and "Sex" con-
cepts on Blots l, 2, h, 51 11 101 12-14, 22-24, 27-29, .321 .331 and JS-41. 
The ratings between the "Frightening or Fear Arousing" and "Father" con-
cepts were significantly different on Blots 1, 21 4, S, 7, 10• 12,, 14, 
22-2h, 27-29, 32, 331 3S-381 arid 40. Sex diti'erences between ratings on 
the "Father" concept were also significant tor Blots 61 11, 1$, 21, 42, 
and 44.* 
Table Ill presents the mean ratings tor Men and Women on the 
"Father" Concept. Women• s ratings were generally lower than men ts. 
Data in Table III indicate that the blots did not strongly suggest 
"Father" to the judges. 
Tables VII, VIII, and IX present the results tor the •Mother" 
concept. In comparing the concepts individually Blots S.t 7, 131 24, 28, 
291 311 391 and 40 were rated significantly dii'ferent on the "Mother11 
and 8 Father11 concepts. "Mother" and "Social" dif'.tered on Blots 1, 21 4, 
S, 11 101 12-lh, 22-24, 27-291 32, J.3, and 3S-Jil. •Female" and "Fright-
ening or Fear Arousing" vere al.Bo rated significantly on the above 
*with regard to the number or statistics com~ted, Analysis or 
Variance, Individual Comparisons and Tests .for Simple Ei'!ect, the number 
or significant F ratios is above tha.t expected at the .o,S level of con-
fidence. (16, PP• 172-175) 
Blot. .Number 
l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
1l 
l2 
l3 
l4 
15 
16 
17 
J.8 
J.9 
20 
2l 
22 
23 
24 2> 
26 
2.'/ 
23 
29 
JO 
31 
32 
.33 
34 
:35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
~ 
!i2 
h.3 
L4 
45 
24 
TABLE VII 
Men 
25 
TABLE VIII 
SI!JNI:!ICANT Ji' HATIOS UJ nrnrVIDU.AL c:x·1PAfi.1SONS 01<' THE SUM 
OF THE MEAN RATOOS OF THE Ma?HER CONCEPr HI'l'H 
THE MEAN RATINGS Q;i THE O'l'il.Ef' CONCEPI'S 
blot No. Father Social Male Female 3ex . Frightening 
l 4$.16 30.70 52 • .32 9B.03 2.70 
2 53.36 50.14 45.00 21.36 32.94 
4 100.13 .32.85 22.93 J0.40 150.32 
s 37.50 183.71 162.24 7.71 ).2.3 89.71 
7 .31.74 2h.fr>67 2.67 168.54 ao.61 57.66 
10 107.6) aa.9s 80.93 50.55 106.13 
12 62.56 ao.40 lL5.64 36.00 13.25 
13 7.61 )8.27 18.69 t.36· 15.02 14 117.38 126.52 06.79 42.9a· 12.88 
22 37.06 33.31 10.00 JS.16 63.76 
23 12.66 2h.0.3 29.76 1$1.60 2ll.60 
24 6.61 l5li.Ol 66.45 86.20 
27 23$.58 JB.01 37.34 21.38 7.88 
28 6).62 61.20 8.49 33.09 16.52 27.20 
29 l3.5 121.50 132.54 22.4.3 12 • .3.3 322.67 
32 74.26 104.01 llS.60 108.90 33.31 
33 21a.5J. 6.56 3.91 4.90 
35 9.SJ. 2.76 32.40 9.51 25'.60 
.36 55.31. .36.08 17.60 i,.2a· 96.L4 
37 2.Ll 31.3.93 L2.67 117.93 79.21· 
38 28.35 24.03 56.61+ 24.86 2 • .31 
39 20.00 88.20 36.45 16.20· 16.20 40 2.78 80.03 84.Sl ll.ll 12 • .31' sa1.1sos 
la. 276.10 73.LB 276.10 92.68· 2.so 
F = 2.10 is significant at the .05 level. 
Fa 2.80 is significant at the .Ol level. 
TABLE IX 
F RATIOS L.!!.1r1-m MEN AUD WOifilN ON '!'IIE !1G"!'Him. CONCEPX 
Blot Number 
3 
6 
8 
9 
11 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
21 2, 
31 
34 
1.t2 
4.3 
44 
. L5 
F Ratio 
26 
27 
mentioned Blots with the exception of Blot 24 for "Female" and Blot 37 
for "Frightening or Fear Arousing." The "Male" concept like the "Social" 
concept differed significantly from the 0M.other• concept on all of the 
Blots except l3 and .39 as did the "Sex" concept which ditf ered from all 
or the above mentioned Blots except 24 and 33. There were significant 
differences between sexes on all the concept ratings. Men tend to rate 
the blots higher for "Mother" but all data were high and indicate that 
the "Mother11 concept like the "Father" concept does not seem to be 
associated with any of the blots. 
The di:.f'.f'erences between the "Social" concept and other concepts 
were also compared (See Table n for results). The "Social concept 
differed from the "Mother" and "Father" concepts on Blots 11 2,, 4, 5, 11 
10, 12-14, 22-24, 27-29, 32, 33, and 35-401 and trcm •Frightening or 
Fear Arousing" on Blots 11 21 5, 11 101 12-14, 22-24, 27-291 .32, 331 and 
35-Ll. "Male• and 8 Fema1.ett differed respectively from "Social• on Blots 
4, 7, 12, 13, 2h, 27, 28, 32, :33, 3$-37, 39, and U1. and h, S, 7, 12-11, 
22-24, 27-29, 321 .331 and 35-40 as did the ••sexn concept on Blots 11 21 
4, 5, 11 101 12-11, 24, 27-29, .32, .33, 36, 37, and 39-hl. There were 
significant sex differences between ratings on the "Social" concept as 
indicated in Table XII. Most 0£ the mean ratings (See Table X) indi-
cated only a possible suggestion of the "Social" concept. However, 
Blots 12, 19, 251 271 34, and 35 all had low mean ratings for both sexes 
indicating that an association between these blots and the "Social" con-
cept does exist. 
Tables XIII, XIV, and XV present the results for the "MaJ.ett 
TABLE X 
MEAN RA'i'lNGS 1'UR HEN ANO WO}lEN ON THE SOCIAL CONCEPT 
Blot Number 
l 
2 
3 
4 
s 
6 
7 
8 
9 
lO 
l.1 
12 
l3 
14 lS 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
3h 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 40 
la. 
42 
1.i3 
h4 
45 
Men Woman 
26 
TADLE XI 
S10Ku'"'IC.A1tr F ru.rms D~ IJ:!l)IVIHUAL cnnPAfilSONS ()'!!' Tm~ SUM OF 
THE t-IBAH EATINGS OF THE SOCIAL CONCFJT WlT'tl THE MEAN 
RATnros on T hE 01'~ COt4C£Pl'S 
! 
==· 
..... : Ii: == =~ ~= 
m:::=ivc51u ~r II :;1• == cu It • ::1:1; 
Blot No. Father Mother Male F~tale Sex lI·ight.13ning 
l 38.53 45.l.6 10.12 2S.79 
2 10.91;. 53 • .36 7.20 2.4; 
4 176.26 180.lJ SS'.14 74.,3 62.~.3 
s 55.21 18.3.71 116.16 138.24 16.67 
7 112.67 24.61 u.21 6L.o.3 le.Cl 15'8.U 
10 116.0S 107.63 10.68 h27.50 
12 666.77 62~.64 257.47 167.56 361.L7 li56. 77 
13 80.02 ;38.27 Sh.4!l 3.111 16.81 101.2, 
14 104.31 irt.33 2.30 10.30 52.50 
22 29.76 37.06 B.~ .3.60 
23 5.26 12.66 J.co 120.76 
24 96.80 l!)h.Ol 17.ll 135.20 13.5.20 9.11 
2'l 212.·13 235.ea 84.$1 e5.53 D.5.23 .3.30.00 
28 249.63 61.20 ll.52 4.29 llW. • .32 170.00 
29 $4.00 121.so 39.53 56.1:.J Ul.17 
)2 60.02 74.26 2.so 4.56 J.Jl 8.10 
.33 228.01 247.51 164.02 189.22 242.$6 322.06 3> 12.10 9.5J. 2.02 6.81 3.91 
.36 37.2h $5.31 2.04 io.;1. 12 .. 44 5.68 
3? 371.31 313.93 12;;.13 ia.oh 77.76 269.34 
38 . ®.58 28.J5 4.83 14.46 
39 192.20 00.20 98.27 11.2!) 28.80 ino.co 
bo 52.99 84.81 27.69 29.57 230.20 
41 61:.71 LB.B5 381.20 
F • 2.10 is signi.ficar1t at. th~ .05 level. 
F • 2.Bo is significunt at the .01 level. 
Blo~ Nu.>nber 
.) 
6 
B 
9 
ll 
lS 
. 16 
l'/ 
l8 
19 
21 
25 
Jl 
34 
42 
h3 
44 
45 
** p •• 01 
p • • 05 * 
.30 
TABLE Ill 
31 
TABLE IDI 
MEAN RA1'Il¥'..rS FOR MEN AND WOMEN ON THE MALE CONCE.Pr 
-
Blot Number Men Women 
32 
TABLE XIV 
SIGNIFICANT F RATIOS IN IlJDIVIDUAL COMP.ARIS0NS or THE SUM OF 
THE MEAN RATINGS OF THE MALE COliCEP.r WITH THE HEAM 
RATIMGS ON THE O'l'HER CONCEPTS 
Blot No. Father Mother Social Female Sex Frightening 
l 25.27 J0.69 2.87 19.0l 1,.20 
2 67.22 so.14 6.os 
4 . 31.20 32.8!) 59.14 42.63 
s JU.74 . 162.24 99.23 119.71 10.67 
7 s2.8l. 2.67 11.21 128.Bl si..oo 85.13 
lO 98.78 88.95 S.39 389.39 
l2 95.51 80.hO 2s1.1.i1 9.62 8.80 29.82 
l3 - 2.4S 54.16 30.h2 10.76 7.20 
1L. 112.93 126.$2 3.73 22.02 58.67 
22 26.bl 33.31 6.81 4.90 
23 JJ.22 24.02 93.02 
24 )2.$1 68.hS 17.11 56.ll $6.11 
27 s.;.60 )8.0l 84.51 2.38 80.51 
28 2s.62 8.h9 u.s2 75.u 5.29 
29 61.1'4 1J2.5h 45.93 64.03 la..61 
32 87.02 104.0l 2.so 19.60 
33 s.26 6.$6 164.02 7.66 26.Ia. 
3S b.22 2.76 16.26 ll.56 
36 21.83 36.08 3.28 4.40 14.54 
31 6$.34 42.67 18.73 S.61 27.31 
38 39.11 24.03 6.86 u.L3 
39 15.61 98.27 J.U.02 20.67 12.27 
40 S6.89 84.81 J0.53 32.65 222.31 
bl 88.91 73.48 64.71 64.71 lOJ.ll 
F a 2.10 is signtncant at the .05 level. 
F • 2.60 is significant at the .01 level. 
TADLE XV 
F RATIOS BE".rwWl ¥.EN AND WOMEN OM THE MJiLE CONCEPT 
3 
6 
8 
9 
11 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
21 
2) 
31 
34 
42 
43 J. 
4S 
P •• 01 ff 
. * p = .05 . 
-
F Ratio 
33 
34 
concept. Thia coll.cept difl'ered signli'icar.tly in ratings from the 
"Father" concept on the following Blotst l, 2, 4, $1 7, 10, l2·14t 22-
24, 27-29, .32, .33• and 3~41. The ttMaleu and Bii.other" concepts di.t· 
f'ered on all or the above Blots except l3 and 39, and the "Malett and 
ttFrightaning or Fear Arousing" differed on all except Blots 2 and 24. 
Significant differences bet11een ratings tor · "SocialH and "Male" were 
obtained on Blots b, 71 121 131 24, Zl 1 28, .32 • .331 39 and Ju, as to-ere 
ratings fOl' nsm:tt art.d "Ma.lets on Blots 1, S, 11 12-lb, 221 24, 28, 291 
a::d. 3.s-41. In comparing fffemaJ.eu and ttMale0 ratings on Cards 11 2, 51 
11 101 12-14, 241 271 29, 33. 36, 311 40, and Ll difi'ored significantly. 
Significant smc differences in ratings on the «Male" concept were lilso 
1ielded. on Cards 61 81 171 191 311 34, and 4h. Hen rated the blots as 
being only possibly asuocinted or not associated with "Male." Women 
generally rated the blcrva as having only a possible association with the 
"Y~e• concept, but Cards 101 191 25, and 34 had means low enough to 
indicate an association between these blots and this concept. Thcoe 
results suggeB't that sex ditterenees can be important in blot associa-
tions or responses and that women associate the "Malett concept with 
Blots 101 191 25, and 3h much more ·Mia.n do men .. 
Results relaUng to the "Female" concept are presented in Tables 
XVI, XVII, and XVIII. The "Father" and "FemaJ.eff concepts differed sig-
nificantly on 21 blots (1, 2, 41 S, 11 10, 12-14, 22-24, 27, 28, 32, and 
35-41). The DMotber" concept dif!ered significantly trom the "Female11 
concept on Cards l, 2, 41 S, 7, 10, 12-141 22, 23, 27-29, .32, 3.3, and 
JS-bl. The "Female" and •socialu concepts differed on Blots 4, S, 11 
TABLE XVI 
MEAN RATINGS FOR MEN AlID WJMEii OH THE FEtfALE CONCEPT 
' ,,, 
Blot Uuriher 
l 
2 
.3 
b 
5 
6 
1 
8 
9 
10 
ll 
l2 
l3 
14 
lS 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
2$ 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
Jl 
32 
33 
3li 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 40 
41. 
h2 
JU 
Lh 
h~ 
, ·=· q••=• L ,.... •:t•'=== I I # ! !1 I Women 
TABLE XVII 
SIGNIF!CAlIT F RATIOS Df INDIVIDUAL co;1PJ.PJS0i~S OF THE SUH or 
THE MEAN wnms OF TH5 FEHM1E CONCEPJ: WITH THE !{F.AN 
PmIMGS OM THE OTHER CONCEPl'S 
Blot Mo. Father Hoth er Social l'lale Sex Frightening 
1 1$.16 52.32 2.87 7.12 .31.27 
2 61.25 h5.00 6.os L.36 
h 2l.h2 22.93 74.53 5.so 
s 11.21 7.71 ll6.16 99.23 L1.8J 
7 3u6.S'6 16B.5lt 64.03 128.61 16.0l 423.36 
10 90.32 80.93 3.$6 372.40 
12 16S.82 lli!).611 lh7.56 9.62 147.27 11.02 
13 $0.14 18.69 3.h? 30.la s.oo 67.22 
l4 75.60 86.79 2.30 3.73 7.62 32.ao 
22 6.uo 10.00 8.56 6.81 7.66 23.26 
23 J.7 .. '6 29.76 3.60 62.66 
21' 3.20 135.20 56.ll 74.ll 
2.7 52.80 37.34 65.53 2.21 79.53 
28 lE\8.48 33.09 4.29 75.11 96.38 120.29 
29 22.43 39.5:; 45.93 174.96 
32 97.66 11$.60 h.;;6 24.81 
33 3.91 189.22 J.31 17.56 
35 37.06 ;12 .. 40 6.ao 16.26 6.81 
36 8.18 1.7.60 10.51 3.20 31.64 
37 l!)h.0.3 11.1.93 47.04 18~72 3.84 91.26 
38 78.?S '6.64 4.83 6.86 6.IU 36.01 
39 110.hs )6.45 11.2s LJ.02 4.05 io1.2s kO 2.78 11.11 27.69 :;0.53 1u2.01 
L1 305.33 276.10 64.71 52.61 340.£17 
F • 2.10 is significant at the .o) le\"el. 
'I! 1:1 2.80 is s!.gni.ficant at the .01 level. 
e. 
Blot Nu.;ibar 
l 
6 
a 
9 
ll 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
21 
2$ 
31 
J4 
lt2 
43 
h4 
4S 
l u 
** p •• 01 
p = .os * 
37 
TABIJ:: XVIII 
F f.aliio 
•te: a:x=: = = : .,.,= ::a-J ::: --= 
.38 
J.2-11_.,, 22-24., 27 .. 29. 32, .:th and .35-40. Tne nFri.ehtening or Fear Arous-
ing" <Md *'Famale11 concepts had significant dif ferencea in rati:nss on 
Blots l, b!f 5, 7, 10, 12-11.i, 22-24, 27-29• .32, 3.31 and .36-41. Signifi-
cant differences lrore also noted between "Nale11 and nr~emnlett on Blots l, 
2~ S, 7. 12•1.4., 221 24, 29, aild. 3'-1111 and between llSeJt&t and 11Tumale" on 
Blots 11 2, 7, 10, 12-l!t.t 2~, ~71 28, 331 3~1 31-39.t e??d. 41. Sig:-Mi-
cnnt Se% dif!erenees were t.lso noted en Elots 6, 8, 15, 21., &$1 lU., and 
45. Meer.s for both Men ruid. Ho:tien for the n Fem:ilc" co~cpt are presented 
in Table !Yi. }foan rat:tr.g$ generally indicate only a posaible asooc:ta.-
tion or no aeooeio.tian of the concept to moat of the blots. Won:en, how-
ever,. roted f,arda 6 and Ia as having sn associntion with the "Female" 
concept,, and botb men and. tromen assoc~.ated "Fet"Ai.eu with Blots 19 end 42. 
T;ible JI presents th& I.ndividu.~.J. Comp~rl~iC>?'..:s of the "Sex" Concept 
vi th thf>. other C.oncepts. Signi.flcant di£i'erenc~'fl between el!1lther" ~d 
nsexi? Wf\re noted on Ca1-tls l, 21. h, 51 7, 10, 12-lh, 22-2L, 27, 28, and 
35-.41, a.nd bf:tw.~en "Moth~rYI end 6Surtt on Blots 11 2, L, $, 11 10, l~-14, 
221 231 27-29, 321 .nrA 35-kl. The ttSccialfl co~ept differed sigr.Jl'i-
ca.ntly :tn ratings f:ran the "Sex" ~oncept on 20 Blots (l, 2, h, S, 7, 10, 
l2·ll1, 24_, 27-29, 32, 33, 36, 37, and 39-41) ru? did the UFr1ghtc1dng or 
Fear A:rousi11gtt concept on 21 £lots (11 4, 5, 11 10~ 12-14,, 22-24, 27, 
291 321 .33,, amd .35•41). The Hf.1ale concept was rated significantly dif-
ferent fran the "Sex" concept rm 16 Blots (1, 2, $, 7, 10, 12-14, 2!1, 
27, 26, 331 3$', 37.391 and LJ.). Significant sex di.fterencGS on the "Sex" 
6 f} .~-·1 lR ..., tr. C'!-"'-..,."'S rr· .. -:>d all of the concept occurred on nots , B, cwa ..... ~cu w~V ~!,;.., 
Blots as having only a poseible association or no association with the 
TABLE XIX 
MEAN RATINGS FOR Mlll AND WOMEN ON THE SEX CONCEPT 
Blot Number 
l 
2 
3 
h 
s 
6 
1 
8 
9 
10 
ll 
12 
l3 
lh 
lS 
16 
17 
l.8 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
2S 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
3h 
3S 
36 
37 
38 
39 40 
41 
42 
l&3 
L4 
hS 
-
Men Women 
39 
TABLE ll · 
SIGNIFICANT F RATIOS IH INDIVIDUAL COMPARISONS OF 'l1HE SUM OF 
THE MEAN RA.TINGS OF -THE SEX COHCEPr WITH THE MEAN 
RATINGS ON THE OTHER COiiCEPI'S 
Blot No. Father Mother Social. P.ale Female Frightening 
1 88.]3 96.02 10.12 19.0l 7.12 68.21 
2 32.94 21.36 7.20 6.os 4.36 
4 28.82 30.40 62.53 4S.52 
s 18.73 3.a; ]J8.2k 119.71 58.91 
7 213.61 80.67 16.0l 5h.OO 16.01 274.73 
10 $8.03 so.ss 10.67 S.3B 3.'6 303.16 
12 46.37 .36.00 361.47 a.eo 147 ·27 5.57 
13 23.47 4.36 16.81 10.76 5.00 35.56 
14 35.22 42.98 16.,30 22.02 7.62 8.80 
22 28.06 35.16 7.66 L.22 
23 10.00 19.60 102.40 
2h 3.20 135.20 $6.ll 74.11 
27 33.Ia. 21.38 115.23 2.38 2.21 55.23 
28 1$.30 l.6.52 W..32 -96 • .38 
29 12.33 ~.h3 64.0.3 208.86 
32 91.)l. 108.90 .;.31 21.76 
33 21a.'6 7.66 3.31 S.62 
3S 12.10 9.Sl 6.81 .3.91 
36 6.63 1$.28 12.44 4.hO .34.94 
31 109.2.3 79.21 77.76 $.61 3.84 57.66 
38 h0.18 24.86 6.h3 12.0l 
.39 72.20 16.20 28.80 20.67 h.OS 64.80 
40 3.39 12.31 29.51 32.6S 52lk81 
la. 109.92 92.68 48.85 52.61 125.65 
F • 2.10 is siE,111.ficant at the .o.5 level. 
F = 2.ao is significant at the .01 level. 
TABLi XII 
F RATIOS BETW'EEN MEN AND WOMEN ON. THE SEX COliDEPr 
Blot Number 
l 
6 
8 
9 
11 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
2l 2s 
)l 
.3h 
42 
JU 
bk 
45 
p •• 01 ff 
p = .os * 
-
F Ratio 
bl 
•.sex• concept except Blot 19 which the men associated with the "Sex" 
concept. 
Tables mI, XXIII, and IXIV present the data for the nFrighten• 
1ng or Fear Arousing" concept. The tolloWing results were yielded: the 
•Father" concept differed significantly from the 0 Frightening or Fear 
Arousingtt concept on 2l blota (l, 21 4, S, 11 101 12, J.h, 22-24, 27-29, 
32, 33, 3S-38, and 40), and the "Mothertt concept differed on 22 blots 
(1, 2, h~ 5, 7, io, 12-llt, 22-24, 27-29, .;2, J3, JS, 36, .38-Ll). The 
"Social" concept dif'J."ered on all or the blots (i.e., Blots 1, 21 h, 51 
1~ 101 12•14. 22-24" 27-291 .32, 331 .35-41.) except Dlot ls as did tho 
"Male• concept on all except mots 2 and 23. Blots 2 and 3S were the 
only blots not aignliicantly different in ratings between the "Female" 
and •Sex• concepts. The Hlrightening or Fear Arouoing" concept~ dif'· 
.tered from •sexn on 2l blots (l, h, 5, 11 101 l2•14, 22-2h, 28, 291 32, 
33, and 35-1.il}. Significant sex difi'arences were Al.so noted on Blots 8, 
is. 171 and 42. 
Mean ratings £or men and women on the •Frightening or Fea1· Aroos-
ingtt concapt are presented in Table IXII. Both groups gave the blots 
high ratings on this concept which suggests only a possible association 
or no association. The onl;y' e:cception was an association o! "Frightening 
or Fear Arousing" vith Blot 40 by the wanen. 
T.t'Ul!B llll 
MEAN RATINGS FOR MEN AND WOMEN ON THE F.lilGh'TENING 
OR FEAR AROUSING CONCEPr 
--
TABLE XIIII 
S:WNIFIGAN'l F RATIOS IN INDIVIDUAL.COMPARISONS OF THE SUM OF 
THE MEAN RATOOS OF THE FP.IGHTENING OR I<~f\R AROUSOO 
CONCEPT WITH THE MEAN fl.A'l'INGS ON 'fHEOl'iiER COi-¥CKf1'S 
Blot No. Father Mother Social ¥...ale F'emale Sex 
1 12.74 2.69 25.79 1$.20 31.27 68.21 
2 h7.02 32.91.t 2.h$ 
4 146.78 1$0.32 42.63 5.58 45.$2 
5 n.21 89.71 16.67 10.67 44.83 $8.91 
1 ).84 57.66 isa.u 85.13 ij23.36 274.73 
10 95,92 106.13 427.50 389.39 372.~oo 30.3.16 
12 19.80 1).25 456.77 29.82 71.02 5.57 
l3 15.02 lCl.2$ 1.20 67.22 35.56 
14 8.81 12.88 52 .. so $8.67 .32.81 a.ao 
22 S4.06 63.76 3.60 4.90 23.25 h.22 
23 176.~ m.60 120.76 93.02 82.66 102.40 
24 46.51. 88.20 9.11 74.u 74.11 
27 2.73 7.88 330.00 eo.5'1 79.53 55.23 
28 7.62 27.20 170.00 s.29 120.29 
29 ~04.17 322.67 48.17 ti1.61 174.96 208.86 
32 24.02 33.31 s.10 19.60 24.81 21.76 
33 8.10 4.90 .322.06 26.41 17.56 $.62 
3S 29.76 2$.60 3.91 :U.56 J.91 )6 72.01 96.h4 S.66 lh,54 31.64 34.94 
37 a.11 269.34 27.31 91.~6 57.66 
38 8.26 2.31 U.46 u.43 36.01 12.01 
39 16.20 180.00 12.27 101.25 64.80 hO $04.12 581. 7S 230.20 222.31 432.07 52L.81 
Ja 2.50 331.20 10.;.u 340.67 125.6S 
F : 2.10 is significant at the .o5 level. 
F :a 2.80 is significant st the .01 level. 
TABLE WV 
F RATlOS BE1't~'i 1-iE.~ AUD WC!iBN ON 'i1lE l<'!UOliTu.:ct-n 
OR FEAR AROUSit~ CONCEPT -
-----
Blot Utnnber F Ratio 
) 
6 
0 
9 
11 
15 
16 
17 
16 
19 
21 
25 
31 
34 
h2 
43 
44 
45 
CHAPTER lV 
THE DISCUSSION 
The results ot this investigation on the possible associations of 
the 11Father," "Mother," "Socia:l.1 " "Male1 " "Female,11 11Sex," and ".Frighten-
ing or Fear Arou.sill!" Concepts with any of the Holtzman Inkblots yielded 
many- significant F ratios relating to sex and concept di£ferences in 
ratings. The analysis of sex dif terences revealed that the blots have 
less association to the concepts for men than for women. (This was not 
tru.e, however, for all of th~ concepts or all. of the blots.) Individual 
ratings ranged tram 1-S with some ot the blots having a strong associa-
tion to certain concepts to a large number of judges •. However, no group 
mean for either sex was low enough (1.99 or less) to suggest a very 
strong association between any of the blots and concepts over a large 
mmber of judges. Thirty-eight of the blots were rated as having only a 
possible association or no association. The other seven blots (1.e. l3, 
23
1 
2b, 26, 30, )61 and 40) bad high means indicating no possible asso-
ciation between these blots and .five or more of the concepts investi-
gated. (See Table III, VII, X, llII, XVI, XIX, and lXII) 
Concept analysis revealed m.aiv significant dif f'erences between 
h7 
ratings ot the different concepts on the same blot.* Sex differences 
between ratings on the same concepts were also significant for a number 
ot the blots (See Tables v, IX, llI, xv, XVIII, XXI, and xnv). In 
rev.t.eving the results in relation to the concepts investigated, the 
findings can be summarised as follows1 
The ".Father11 concept generally was not associated with any or 
the blots. Means for both men and women indicated only a possible 
association or no association between this concept and the Holtzman Ink-
blots. The "Father• concept had significantly different ratin§s from 
the other concepts investigated on most of the blots. 
The tfMother'* concept was judged to have only a possible associa-
t-ion or no &.$sor.iation with the blots. This concept was given signiti-
cantl7 different ratings from the other concepts on the blots. 
The •Social.ff concept was associated with Blots 121 19, 25, 27, .34, 
and 4S by both men and women {See Table X). Significant dil'terences 
between the way the men and women rated this concept were also noted on 
Blots 2$ and 31.i which were associated with the •Social" concept. 
Men and wa11en generally rated the Holtzman Inkblots as having 
only a possible association or no association with the fl.Male" concept. 
However, .four blots, Blots io, 19, 2S, and 34, -were associated with tha 
8Mal.e" concept by the women. Again, it appears that sex differences 
were important in blot inteipretation on these .tour cards. 
*Both Individual Comparisons and tests on Simple Effects yielded 
this result. 
h8 
The 11Fem.aJ.ett concept was genera.l.ly given only a possible associa-
tion or no association by both men and women. Blots 19 and J.a1 however, 
wre associated with the uFemaleu concept by both sexes and Blots 6 and 
la were also associated with this concept by the women. 
The "Sex:" concept, like the "Mothertt end ttFather" concepts, was 
genera1ly given only a possible association or no association with the 
Holtzman Blots. The: one exception was. Card 19 which was judged as 
resembling the 0 sexn concept by men ~. 
The ttFrigbteniJ:lg or Fear Arousing" concept was associated with 
Blot bO by the women while men judged this blot as having only a pos-
sible association. The remainder or the Holtzman Blots were judged by 
both sexes as only possibly resembling the "Frightening or Fear Arous-
ing" concept or as having no resemblance at all. 
One of the trends within the last few decades has been to use 
content analysis and symbolism rather than statistical analysis_ in Ror-
schach interpretation. The literature inelndes many camnents and 
empirical 1nvestigations on ~olism related to the Rorschach Blots. 
Rorschach himselt in his book, ,Pszch~nostics,, had written, "The Con-
tent of the interpretations .off era little indication as to the content 
of the PS3Che until it is considered in relation to the psychogram" (lh, 
p. 120). The results of the present investigation seen to support Ror-
schach •a statement about content interpretation. Most of the concepts 
frequently alleged to be related to the Rorschach blots were judged not 
to be associated to the Holtzman Blots. There were no "Mother11 or 
"Father" blots and "Male," "Sex," and °Fear Arousing or F.rightening" 
blots were limited to one or the other sex rather than both sexes. 
Blots 19 and L2 were judged "Female" Blots, and Blots 12, 19, 2$, 27, 
.34, and 4~ were judged "Social" Blots by both men and women judges in the 
:Investigation. Three blots were associated Wl th more than one concept. 
Blot 19 was associated with the "Social" and "Feraale" concepts by both 
sexes am with the "Male" concept by women and the nsexn concept by men. 
Blot 2S was associated with the usocial" concept by both men and women 
and wit.h the "Male" .. concept by women as was Blot .34. This would seem 
to cause some confusion as to which interpretation these blots should be 
given, and it brings up the question of how valuable content analysis or 
S1Jllbolism is in relation to the factors involved in blot interpretation. 
Certainly the results of this study should not be taken as a final one. 
It ·1.r1a:y well be that college students dift'er somewhat from other popula-
tions in rel.ating symbolism to inkblots and it would seem wise to repeat 
this investigation or to conduct a similar one with subjects drawn from 
other populations. 
CHAPTER V 
'l'HE SUMMARY 
The present study was °"onducted to investigate whether symbolic 
concepts, already empirically related t.o the Rorschach, are also related. 
to certain Holtzman Inkblots. One hundred women and forty-five men trom 
the University of Richmond were asked to rate each of the h5 Blots in 
Fbrm A on the following conceptat "Father," "Mother," "Social," 11Mal.e,a 
"Female," ttSex,"" and "Frightening or Fear Arousing. 11 Blots were pro-
jected on a :screen and ratings were made on a five-point scale to 
:lndicatet (l) a strong association, (2) an association but not a strong 
one,. (3) only a possible association, (h) no obvious association, and 
($) no possible association. Data wre analyzed 'by Analysis of V$riance. 
The results may be swmna:rized as tollowst 
The "Mother" and "Father" concepts were not related to any of the 
Holtzman Inkblots. 
The "Social" concept was associated by judges of both sexes on 
Blots 12, 19, 25, 271 J4, and 4S. 
The "Malett concept was associated with Blots 10, 19, 25, and 34 
by women only. 
51 
The "FemaJ.ett concept was associated with Blots 19 and la by both 
men and women and ldth Blots 6 and Ll by- women only. 
The 9Sex0 concept was associated with Blot 19 by men only. 
The UF.rightening or Fear Arousingtt concept was associated with 
Blot 40 bJ women only'. 
It was also noted Blots 191 25, and 34 were associated with more 
than one concept. Rorschach had indicated that content interpretation was 
valuable only when considered 1n relation to the more fonnal scoring i'ac-
t.ors6 am the writer !eels that the present study•s results support this. 
THE APPENDIX 
-ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE SUMMAF.Y TABLES FOR 
FOR?~ A OF THE HOLTZMAN INKBIDTS 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
Source of Variation dF 
Between SUbjects 144 
-
Sex Ditf erences l 
Subjects w. groups Jli3 
Within Subjects §l2 
Concepts 6 
Sex Dif'f erences x Concepts 6 
Concepts x subjects v. groups 8$8 
Total 1014 
AHA!.15!8 OF VARIANCE 
Source of Variation 
Betwen ~b~ects 
Sex Difi'eronces 
Subjects w. groupu 
. liithin Subjeatis 
Concepts 
Sex Difterenceo x Concepts 
Concepta x subjects v. groups 
F (11 lh3) a .).91 
F (61 558) : 2.10 
Total 
dF 
lhh 
l 
lJl3 
870 
-
6 
6 
658 
lQl.4 
53 
CARD 1 
MS F 
42.3$ 17.08"** 
2.48 
17.21 7.296 
l.Ol .ooh 
2 • .36 
CARD 2 
I•lS F 
76.2S •)'t 12** 6,; .... 
3.61 
14.69 l3.l2ff 
1.96 l.75 
1.12 
Ali.ALYSIS OF VAIUAHCE CARO 3 
Sou.re& ot Variation 
. ~tw&! ~b3,~ 
Sex Differences 
Subjects w. groups 
Within ~ub~ects 
Concepts 
Sc Dit!eronoes x Concepts 
Concepts x subjects. w. groups 
dF 
lhb 
-
l 
lh3 
870 
-
6 
6 
858 
1014 
A.\i:ALYSIS OF Vl.JUA.~CE 
Source of Variation 
Between .!U-e3e~! 
Sex Dit.terences 
Subjects v. groups 
Within Subject,! 
Concepts 
Sex Ditterences x Concepts 
Concepts x subjects w. groups 
F (1,, llt3) : 3.91 
F (61 8~) a 2.10 
Total 
dF 
lL4 
-
l 
143 
870 
-
6 
6 
858 
101.h 
MS 
CAP.D 4 
MS 
26.64 
3.63 
1$.82 
1.12 
1.21 
ff p = .01 
P : .o.>* 
54 
F 
7.34** 
13.0t'* 
.93 
ANALYSIS OF VARIA!tcE 
Satll"CG of Variation dF 
Between SUbjects 144 
-
Sex Differences j. 
Subjects w. groups lh3 
Within Suo3ects 870 
-
Concepts 6 
Sex Dif f&rences x Concepts 6 
Concepts x subjects w. groups 8$8 
Total lOlh 
A?tALYSIS OF VARIAN CE 
Source of Variation 
Bat-ween Subjects 
Sex Differences 
Subjects w. groups 
Vithin SubJects 
Concepts 
Sex Dif terenees .x Concepts 
Concepts x subjects v. groups 
F (l., lLJ} • 3.91 
., (6, 858) = 2.10 
Tota1 
dF 
lh4 
-
l 
llt3 
570 
-
6 
6 
8$8 
lCl.l; 
CARDS 
F 
9.91 1.64 
s.,;9 
16 • .3) 17.01** 
.13 .14 
.96 
CARl) 6 
MS F 
'1.58 
u.b; 13.00** 
11.29 9~18** L.Bo 3.90** 
l.~3 
P = .o~ 
p: .o, 
AP.AJ .. YSIS OF VAH.T.Mr;E CARD 7 
Source ot Variation dF 
-Iii •.••• . 
~tw;~ ~bjecta !M! 
Sex Di:tt,o,rences l 
Subjects w. groups lh3 
Within SUbjects .~lQ 
Cone opts 6 
Sex Dli'.f'!!:r,enees x Concepts 6 
Concepts x mibjt~ta w. groups 858 
Total 1014 
AflALYSIS DF VARIANCE 
Sonree ot Variation 
Between Subjects 
Sex Di.f'f erenccs 
Subjects w. groups 
Within Subjjects 
Concepts 
Sex Dif ferenees x Concepts 
Concepts x B'J.bjects v. groups 
F (l~ 11$) • 3.91 
F (6~ 858) : 2.10-
Totil. 
dF 
lhh 
-
l 
143 
.§1.2 
6 
6 
8'8 
101.h 
CARD 8 
MS F 
16.44 3.11 
5.29 
25.91 28.54*"' 
1.05 1.19 
.91 
¥..5 F 
33.29 2.29 
14.51 
7.46 7.ll** 
2.55 2.1i3* 
1.05 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
Source of Variation dF 
Between SUbjects 144 
-
Sex Ditf'erences l 
Subjects w. groups 11'.3 
Within Sub3acta 870 
-
Concepts 6 
Sex. Differences x Concepts 6 
Concepts x subjects v. groups BSB 
Total 101.h 
.ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
Source ot Variation 
Between Subject.a 
Sex Differences 
Subjects v. groups 
Within Subjects 
Concepts 
Sax Differences x Concepts 
Concepts x subjects v. groups 
F (11 1L3) • 3.91 
F (6• 8,8) a 2.10 
Total 
dF 
lLh 
-
1 
143 
!I2 
6 
6 
BSB 
lOJ.h 
CARD 9 
MS 
10.54 S.09 
9.oa 
u.69 
.99 
CARD 10 
MS 
h.38 
;.15 
34.08 
2.i.; 
1.21 
p = .01** 
P = .oS* 
57 · 
F 
2.07 
19.17** 
n.81** 
F 
.76 
28.17** 
2.02 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
Source of Variation dF 
Between Sub3ects ~ 
Sex Differences 1 
Subjects w. groups 1lt3 
Within Subjects 870 
-
Concepts 6 
Sex Ditferences x Concepts 6 
Concepts x Subjects w. gronps 8S6 
Total lOJ.h 
AlW.YSIS OF VARIANCE 
Source ot Variation 
Between Subjects 
Sex Differences 
Subjects v. groups 
Within Subjects 
Concepts 
Sex Di.ff erences x Con.cepts 
Concepts x Subjects w. groups 
F (1, 143) : J.91 
1 (6, 8,8) • 2.10 
Total 
dF 
lLh 
-
1 
llJ3 
870 
-
6 
6 
8$8 
1014 
CARD 11 
MS 
21.Ll 
3.33 
7.71 
J.h6 
l.l~ 
CARD 12 
6.35 
5.10 
SJ.90 
2.55 
l.39 
p •• 01** 
p = .05* 
58 
F 
6.1'3* 
6.70** 
3.01** 
F 
l.25 
J.aa** 
1.83 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
SOUl'Ce of Variation dF 
Between Subjecta ~ 
Sc Ditterencea l 
Subjects v~ groups lh3 
Within Subjeota 870 
-
Concepts 6 
Sex Di.f'terences x Concepts 6 
Concepts x Subjects w. groups 8'8 
Total 1014 
ANALYSIS OF VARIAl'lCE 
SOllrCe of Variation dF 
Between Subjec'tfl 144 
-
Sex Difference& l 
Subjects w, groups 143 
Within Sub3ects 870 
-
Concepts 6 
Sex Differences x Concepts 6 
Concepts x SUbjects w. groups 8'8 
Total 1014 
CARD 13 
MS 
]J.06 
1.$4 
a.so 
1.36 
1.12 
CARD 14 
20.2$ 
4.10 
lh.54 
.66 
1.34 
ff 
p " .Ol 
P " .oS* 
F 
8.48* 
7.59** 
1.21 
F 
4.94* 
6.51.** 
.lt9 
ANALYSIS OF VARIA?lCE 
Source of Variation dF 
Between Sub,iects 144 
-
Sex Dif'.f'erences 1 
Subjects w. groups l4J. 
Within Sub~cets 870 
-
Concepts 6 
Su Di.f .terences x Concepts 6 
Concepts x Subjects w. groups 858 
Total 1014 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
Sonrce of Variation. dF 
Betwen Subjec~ lh4 
-
sex Differences 1 
Subjects w. groups 143 
Within Snb~ec~ 870 
Concepts 6 
Sax Differences x Concepts 6 
Concepts x Subjects w. groups 658 
Total. 101.h 
CARD lS 
r-5 
33.27 
4.55 
10.29 
4.13 
.92 
CARD 16 
u.14 
h.60 
n.eo 
3.)6 
l • .38 
p = .01** 
p = .05"' 
60 
F 
7.31* 
n.19** 
h.49** 
F 
2.!;2 
B.5~ 
2.58* 
AllALlSIS OF VARIANCE 
SO'lll'CS of Variation dF' 
Between Subjects lh4 
-
Sex Di£terences l 
Subjects w. groups llt3 
Within Subject.a 870 
-
Concepts 6 
Sex Differences x Concepts 6 
Concepts x Subjects w. groups 858 
Total. 1014 
ANALYSIS OF V AIUANCE 
Source of Variation 
Between Subjeots 
Sex Differences 
Subjects v. groups 
Within Subjeets 
Concepts 
Sex Dif'tel'ences x Concepts 
Concepts x Subjects w. groups 
F (11 113) a 3.91 
F (61 8)8) s 2.10 
Total 
dF 
144 
-
l 
143 
870 
-
6 
6 
BS6 
1014 
CARD 17 
MS 
.31 
s.oo 
18.36 
s.19 
i.09 
CARD 16 
MS 
6.76 
2.4) 
15.29 
4.42 
l.60 
p = .01** 
P = .o.5* 
61 
JI 
.06 
16.84** 
5.31im-
2.76 
9.56** 
2.76* 
Al!ALYSIS OF V'.f.RIA'lCE 
Source of Variati·Jll dF 
Between Subjects 1h4 
-
Sex Dit.ferenees 1 
Subjects u. g:ooupa 11.3 
Within SubJaats 870 
-
Concepts 6 
Sex Di.f'f erences x Concepts 6 
Concepts x Subjects ..... groups 858 
Total 1014 
.L1W.ISIS OF VA.t1IANCE 
Source of Variation 
Bet~n Subjects 
Sex Di.t.ferences 
Subjects w. groups 
within Subjects 
Concepts 
Sex Differences x Concepts 
Concepts x Subjects w~ groups 
F (l~ 143) : 3~91 
li' (6, 858) • 2.10 
Total 
dF 
144 
-
l 
143 
870 
-
6 
6 
858 
lOl.4 
CARD l9 
NS 
3.29 
I+.51 
87.84 
5.h$ 
i.37 
CA.fID 20 
113 
7.66 
.3.21 
l.67 
l.Jh 
l.Ol 
~* p = .Ol. 
.P : .05* 
62 
F 
.73 
64.129' 
.;.98** 
F 
2.39 
l.6$' 
1.33 
ANALYSIS OF VARIAtlCE CARO 21 
Sotn"Ce of Variation dF MS 
Between ~ubje,ets 1h4 
-
Sax Ditt~l'mleca 1 17.86 Subjects w. groups 143 3.99 
Within ~ubJBCts 8'{0 
-
Concepts 6 12.80 
Sex Differences x Concepts 6 1.1,a 
Concepts x. Subjects w. groups 858 i.09 
Tahal lOl.4 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE CARD 22 
Source of Variation 
Betllt-een ~jects 
Sox Dif'i'onnccs 
Subjects w. groups 
'Within SubJacts 
Concepts 
Sex Di!.t'erences x Concepts 
Qlncepts x Subjects w. groups 
i' (l:: 1~3) : 3.91 
F (6, 858) : 2.10 
Total. 
dF 
lh4 
-
l 
w 
a10 
6 
6 
858 
101.h 
13.98 
S.13 
z...57 
l.99 
l.Ol 
,"Vt* p : -eV.J. 
p = .05* 
6.3 
F 
$.76* 
ll.7h** 
6.86ff 
F 
2.73 
h.52** 
1.97 
P.fi.ALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
Source of Viu".i.at:on dF 
Bot<tmen SubjeC~f! 114 
-
Sex Dillerences 1 
Subjects :1. groups l!i) 
liithin $ubjeota 870 
-
concepts 6 
Sex Di.f'.ferenees : Concepts 6 
Concepts x, Subjec·hs u •. grOllp 858 
Total 1014 
AUALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
sonrce of Variation 
Between Subject~ 
Sex Di:f'terenees 
Subjects "'• groups 
Wit.~ Subjects 
Concepts 
Sex D-ltterences x Concepts 
Concepts x Subjects 't-r. groups 
F (1, 143) = 3.91 
F (6, 858) :: 2.10 
Tota:t 
dF 
144 
-
l )1!3 
870 
-
6 
6 
858 
1014 
CARD 23 
l·:B 
17.lS 
2.00 
11.05 
.77 
.98 
CARD 24 
MS 
13.67 
3 .. Sli 
6.30 
~h4 
.$2 
p = .01** 
!' = .o~ 
64 
F 
a.:;a&Ht 
11.,28')}>.} 
.76 
F 
3.89 
12.12:* 
.85 
ANALYSIS or VABIANCE CARD 25 
Souee of Vartauon dF MS 
· Between Subjects l!f!l 
s. l>Utereneea 1 18.9k Subjects •• gna.tpa lU3 s.2h 
VJ.thin Su.b,ec\tt Am 
Concapte. . 6. 61.58 Sex· Diflerem:es x Concepts 6 23.0h 
Concepts x Su.bjecte •• group 858 .87 
Total l.Olh 
AIALYSIS OJ' VARIANCE CARD 26 
Sou.re. ot Variat1on 
Be\ween &W3ecta 
sex Difference• 
SUbjeeta •• gmups 
Within Sub3ec~ 
Concepts 
Sex DUterenca• x Concepts 
Concepta s Subjects w. groupea 
Total 
a 
14k 
-
1 
lh3 
m 
6 
6 
~ 
lOll 
37.81 
2.s9 
21.03 
.69 
1.08 
p •• OJ.** 
p •• os--
6S 
3.61 
70.Sh** 
26.39** 
., 
lh.60** 
l.9S 
.6b 
ADLYSIS OF VARIANCE CABD 27 
. Between Snb~ecta 
Sa Ditte1"enaa 
Sub~eota ..... groups 
Within Sttb~ects 
Concepte 
Sex. Ditferencea x Concepts 
Concept.a x. Subjecta w. groQP8 
1 ]JU 
870 
-
6 
6 
8$8 
Total 1014 
Source ot Variation d1 
Betwec Su!?jec~ ~ 
Sez Wterencea 1 
Subjeota W• groups ~· 
Within SUbj~ !I2 
Coneepa 6 
Su Ditterences x Concepts 6 
Ooneepts x. Subjects v. grmpa SSS 
Total 1014 
., (l, lhl) • ).91 
' (6, 8$8) • 2.10 
20.o6 
3.73 
MS 
13.99 
3.32 
18.06 
i.16 
1.06 
p •• 01.** 
P = .oS* 
66 
r 
.,. 
b.21* 
11.oh** 
1.09 
ANALYSIS OF VAIW.NCE 
Source ot Variation 
: Bet.nan Sabjecta 
SexDift~ 
Su.bjecta. •• groupa 
.!lttbin. Sub~ectl! 
CoacepW· 
Sex Difterencu x Concepts 
Conoepta x Subjects w. groups 
Between ~b~ect~ 
SU Mtf'Gzencu 
SUbjects· •• groups 
total 
Within ~bjects 
Ooncepts 
Sex Differences s Concop\S 
Concepts x SUbjecta w. groups 
Total 
dF 
!M! 
·1 
llU 
!?!? 
6· 
6 
8$8 
1034 
~ 
1 
1L3 
!I2 
6 
6 
8~ 
lOlli 
CARD 29 
MS 
Ji.6h 
3.53 
18.16 
.90 
.91 
p = ~01** 
p = .05* 
67 
., 
1.31 
20.hs** 
.99 
1.11 
.St\x Dittereneu 
Subjects v~ groups 
Within.Sub3ecta 
Concepta 
Sex Differences x Concepts 
eonc.pts x 81.1.bjects w. groupa 
Between Snb~ects, 
sex Differences 
So.bjeots ... g~ 
"llitbia Subj~ 
Concepts 
SU Differences s Concepts 
Concepts s SW>jects •• groups 
Total 
l.h4 
-
l 
143 
!t2 
6 
6 
8S8 
68 
, 
., 
.. 
2.17 
,;, Between ~~ecta 
·; · Su Dif.ferenco 
· ·' · Sub3eots v. greupa 
'Within ~3ecta 
Conc•pta 
Sex D3.:ffe~s x Concepts 
Concepts lt Subjecta 111. g1'011pa 
lhb 
-
l 
11'3 
~yo 
6 
6 
ass 
Total 103.h 
Somve ol VariatiM d1 
Eetveen Snb3ects lbh 
-
Sex Di.f1'6rences l. 
Subjecta ,,. groups l4l 
Witbbl Sub3ects §.1.2 
Coacepta 6 
S• Ditterences x Concep"'ws 6 
Concepts s Subjects v. groupa 658 
'total 1014 
' (1. lh3) c ;.91 
f (6, 8.$8). 2.10 
F 
MS F 
6.12 1.83 
3.3s 
64.26 ~()(JI* h.ss 3~82*1" 
1.19 
P =.en• 
P = .os"' 
ANJ\LIS!S OF VARIANCE CARD 35 
· Between prlbJect! 
Su Di:rferant:es 
Subjsets •• groupa 
Withi!l ~'bJeflf-! 
Concepts: 
Sex Di.f'.feJ:"Sncea x Concepts 
Conc:eptc x Subjects w. groups 
AllAL!SIS OF VARWlCE 
Bo.tree ot Variation d1 
B&tween !JubJect! lkh 
-
Sex mJ'f~rences 1 
Subjecto v. groups 14.3 
Withtn.Sub3~ !1.2 
Concepts 6 
Sex Di:tf~1"8JlCO$ x Concepte 6 
Concept~ x Subjects w. grcups 658 
Total lOlJ.i 
GARD .36 
MS 
1.!a 
3.14 
4.00 
.2& 
.• 71 
·01** Per• 
P = .oS* 
, 
2 • .;6 
S.63** 
.39 
AHAL?SIS OF VARIANCE 
Sturce ot Variation 
, BetYeen Subjects 
Sex Ditterencea 
Subjects v. grm.pa 
Within Subjects 
Concepts 
Sn DU.terencea x: Oomepta 
Concepta x Subjects v. groups 
Betwetm Sub3ecta 
Sex DU'tenmcea 
Subject. v. grov.pa 
Total 
Within sub3ec:ta 
Concepts 
Sex mtterenoes x eoncepte 
Concept& x Subjects •· glWp& 
p (1, 143) • J.91 
, (6, 8}8) • 2.10 
Total 
a 
144 
-
l 
lh3 
ezo 
6 
6 
ass 
101.h 
lLh 
-
l 
~ 
!l2 
6 
6 
85'8 
101.h 
CARD 37 
MS 
h.11 
4.49 
22.21 
.29 
.92 
p •• 01** 
P • .o.$* 
11 
, 
.92 
2h.lh** 
.32 
1.49** 
ANALYSIS 01 VARI.m:E 
Bmrce Of VarLttim 
· Between 8ub3~ts 
Sex D1tterencea 
SubJecta •• gmv.pa 
Wit'fdn Subjects 
Conoepta 
Su Differences x Concepts 
Concep~a x Subjects w. groups 
Between Sub3ecta 
s. m.trerencea 
Subjects w. groupa 
Within ~bjeatl! 
Total 
Concepts 
Sex DUferenCeS x Concept$ 
COncepta x Subjects w. gt'OUP8 
f otal 
d1 
!!a 
l 
1h3 
!l2 
6 
6 
8S8 
1014 
CAm> 39 
MS 
s.10 
k.91 
1s.11 
.3.4 
l.]J 
27.38 
.ao 
.ao 
ff p: .01 
P: .oS* 
r 
1.16 
13.la .. 
• .30 
ANALYSIS or VJ.RIAUCE CA.RD bl 
SQ.UO:e of Variatioll dF HS F 
Between Sab,1ecta 144 
-
Sex Ditterencea 1 1'.7h 1.78 
SUbjecte 11• groups 143 2.67 
Within Subjects ~ 
COncepta 6 hS.98 31.n~ 
Sex Diftft'9nces x Concepts 6 l.7h 1.20 
· Concepts x Subjeota v. grollPS 8$8 1.1is 
. Tot.al 101~ 
Source ot Variation dF r 
Between ~ub~ecta lL4 
-
Sex Dittel'ence& 1 1.h3 1.60 
Subjects v. gJ."O'llPS 113 k.6) 
Within ,!lb~ects 870 
-
Concepta 6 bS.o; 47.~ 
Sex Difte:rence1tx. CoJ1Ceptlf 6 3.0S J.O!>'** 
Concepts¥" Subjects 11. graupa BS6 l.Ol 
Tot.al lOlh 
' p - .01• 
., (1. JJU) • 3.91 P; .as* 
r (6, 6S8) : 2 .. 10 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE CABD h3 
Source ot Variation 
Between SubJe~ 
Sex DUtere.-wea 
SubJects •• gronpa 
Within Sub3~ 
Conottpta 
Sax .DifffUWiees x Conce.pta 
Concepts x Subjects W• groups 
.1 
lJU 
810 
-
6 
6 
8'8 
Total 1014 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE CARD L4 
Between s,ub~ecta 
Sex Dillerencea 
SubjeotD •• gr«tPS 
Within Subject.$ 
Concept• 
sex Di.Uerenc•• x Concept& 
Concepts s Subjectc v• groups 
F (l, 1h3) a 3~91 
F (61 8;)8) a 2.10 
Total 
di' 
p: .m.** 
p. •°'*' 
74 
.17 
7S 
Somoe ot V&rl.ntion dF HS F 
Between Subj~ l1a 
Sex Dif'!erencas 1 11.01 2.34 
So.bjeeta v. groups 11:3 L..11 
VitbiJl ,SubAecta M..q 
Concepta 6 1'1.so .44.81** 
SB Ditterences s Cmcepta 6 2.33 2.20* 
Concepts s Subjects v. groups ass 1.06 
Total lOlh 
't (1,. lLJ) • 3.91 p = ~01** 
'(6. 8$6). 2.10 pa .OS* 
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